Medium Term Overview and Key Skills
St. Aldhelm Class

Term: Autumn Term 2

Maths

PSHE

Addition and subtraction


Finding a part of a whole.



Finding out how many are left.



Counting backwards.



Finding a difference.



Working out if a number sentence is
greater than, less than or equal to.



Adding two-digit numbers together with
and without exchanging.







Using strategies to subtract one digit
numbers from two-digit numbers.



Valuing Differences

Subtracting two-digit numbers together



Date: 2nd November 2020

Topic – DT, Art, Music, Geography,
History, IT
Clap and move to a natural pulse



in music.

Identifying some of the
physical and non-physical



Keep a beat.

differences and



Record sounds made in nature.

similarities between people.



Use our voices to make unusual
and differently pitched sounds.

Knowing and using words
and phrases that show



Explain how music makes us feel.

respect for other people.



Make instruments

Recognising and explaining



Watch body drumming and copy
some moves.

how a person’s behaviour
can affect other people.

and without crossing a tens
boundaries.

Reading and Writing


Writing instructions, labels and captions



Reading and listening to nursery rhymes



Reading and writing newspaper reports



Reading and retelling the story ‘The Tin Soldier’



Writing synonyms



Writing lyrics



Writing about Black History Heroes in music – Aretha
Franklin and

Investigate how the level
of water in a glass bottle
or jar affects the sound.



Investigate our sense of
hearing.



Investigate how sounds
can be heard at a
distance.

Nina Simone

Phonics
Phases 3 and 5

Religious Education
Prayers, Saints and Feasts

P.E.


Create a paired marching routine.



Be able to track the path of a ball over a net and
move towards it.



Beat Band Boogie

Science


Be able to hit and return a ball using a racket.



Guess the sound quiz.



Identify which materials
are used in our homes.



the materials they can be

 Talking about different

made from.

seasons of the year.
 Talking about why we have



a liturgical year.

Recognise that some
objects can be made from

 To give some examples of
Holy Days.

Classify objects based on

more than one material.


To test and record the
properties of objects.

